The Corruption of the Public Trust

A Free People
It is reported that, as her army of 120,000 Iceni and Trinovantes stood
outside Colchester in ad 61 Boadicea, Queen of the Iceni, climbed a little
hill, then stuck her spear in the ground before speaking:

"You have learnt the difference between freedom and slavery.
Some of you may have been led by your ignorance of which
is better to be taken in by the Romans' tempting promises, but
now you have tried both and you have learned how wrong you
are to prefer a foreign tyranny to the way of life followed by
your ancestors; you have discovered the difference between
freedom in humble circumstances and slavery amidst riches how much better to have died by the sword than live to be
taxed for it.'
By consorting with what is endemically corrupt - the EU Tyranny - we
have condoned corruption to corrupt ourselves; verily 'the battles our
fathers fought' are on us again for which we need direction with the
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will - yet none need die because all we need to do is walk out of 'The
Club' - in which craven failure to free ourselves we are not fit to tie
Boudicea's bootstraps nor honour the heritage of those of our people who,
since that majestic queen, have kept freedom free. It is my small hope that
this story might engender that direction, with the will from seeing the light
to follow it.
We Britains owe Boadicea's Celtic heritage our unique place in the polity
of peoples - for being Free - until our sovereign gave away 'The Customs
and Freedoms of The People' to render us slaves to a foreign tyranny.
Despite the drivellings of the revisionist historians, busting to boost their
egos by denouncing The Greatest Empire The World has Ever Seen, you
do not build such on the principal of every other Empire (The EU is a
putative empire) - both the magnificence of Greece and Rome were built
on being slave societies for;
'Do not make the mistake of thinking these people are cissy-pants because
they are quietly spoken; remember they have taken their voice and their
ways to the uttermost ends of the earth' - (Advice given in a little pamphlet to
US GIs stationed in Britain before the invasion of France to free the world from tyranny).

In Freedom - to give to those with whom we associated the principles of
Freedom which had been born into us from our Celtic Heritage. It was
Pelagius The Briton, a Gnostic Celt as spiritual advisor to two Popes, who
w r o t e D e L i b e r o A r b i t r i o (On The Excercise of Free Will) - w h i c h i s w h y
the tyrant Augustine destroyed it - who was later wonderfully supported
by Spinosa who observed:
'The Free Man thinks of death less than anything else because all his wisdom
is in the contemplation of Life'

which is what this little pamphlet will show you because the ultimate
wisdom is Freedom.
The Celts were nomadic tribes which existed across what is now Northern
Russia - a thousand years before Man made monotheisms to enslave the
world. The Celts had no gods, excepting the service of their fellow with
individual liberty. They had no priesthood to dictate for their Druids were
highly qualified elders whose job was to look after the mores of their
people - what rites they had were devoted to the business of Life in
concourse with Nature without whom they did not live, while their Art's
civilising influence was aknowledged to be of the finest. This is not arcane
because it's immediate result was the principle we inherited from them
'Justice should be made by the people' not kings nor princes (nor
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governments) which principle was the basis of out 'freedom from the tyranny of
kings'.
This was enshrined in our earliest justice of Compurgation, whereby those
who were nearest to he who had transgressed were deemed to be most
likely to know the truths of the case, so were appointed 'to make
judgement' - the 'twelve good men' of our Jury system - the king played
no part in it. This is wholly opposed to that enshrined in The Justinian
Code of Roman Law, which has bound all Europe since his day - and The
EU now - where 'the king' was the fount of justice because 'The People'
were the creatures of The State - before whom you had to plead your
innocence.
Britain's polity is utterly opposite because we are a free people owing
allegiance to a sovereign (without which principle the cohesion of a Tribe
could not exist) whom, since our earliest times, we have chosen or
approved on whose coronation has sworn to preserve The Customs and
Freedoms of The People; so we do not plead before a king for our
innocence but to our peers (The Jury) to judge our guilt.
It is this principle of freedom from the tyranny of princes which we
exported to all those peoples who became part of The Empire whom we
freed from the various despotisms under which they suffered - while giving
them a common language in which to communicate their new condition.
At the time we were creating The Empire, Britain had built a Civil Service
honourably and intellectually devoted to The Service of The State which
was considered the finest in the world, whose skills and practices of free
orderly government backed by a great litereture of though and imagination
we gave to those with whom we associated in our endeavours to help
them towards the freedoms we enjoyed by 'building empires in men's
minds'.
While the revisionist PC 'historians' will vehemently deny this truth their
view, that we have subjugated to tyrannise and extort from those we
'conquered'. is clearly ludicrous because 'the conquerors' were always in a
minute minority who could not possibly have imposed anything against
unwilling peoples - but truth never matters to revisionists.
The 'Jury' principle which underlay our method of Freedom under The
Law is no arcane matter for being enshrined by our earliest Saxon kings
then Alfred then Henry II (king of England from 1154), grandson of The
Conqueror while still being king of large parts of France where his people
lived under the dictatorial religious tyranny of The Catholic Church dispensed from Rome, the home of Justinian law.
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By Henry's time the families of those who had come in 1066 had become
entirely English - perhaps the first time in history where a defeated nation
absorbed its conquerors to make them theirs because of the unique virtues
they had to offer. Henry recognised the extraordinay strength this principle
of liberty gave to the people he had conquered so set about codifying
what he called The Customs and Freedoms of The People he had
inherited which, despite up-datings, were (until the advent of the EU) the
bedrock of our polity recognised by the great 18th Century Jurors Burke,
Mansfield and Dicey. Further, when his appointee to the Archbishopric of
Canterbury, Becket, tried a powerplay to establish The Pope's authority to
rule the nation 'from the pulpit' he set out to usurp the power of his king
while surrendering The People's Freedoms to an external dictatorship. It is
hardly surprising Henry muttered to his colleagues, 'who will rid me of this
turbulent priest', upon which six loyal knights did just that because they
knew like their King that Becket was a traitor to the nation's freedoms
they had come to cherish - saint pah, a traitor to The State.
The tyrant John (1215) was hauled before a congregation of Knights at
Runnymede to reconfirm these principles. Out of this extraordinarily
turbulent period when The People were constantly needing to assert their
will against 'the tyranny of kings' - therefore dictators per-se - arose the
principle of 'Populi dat iura voluntas' - 'The Will of The People Makes
The Law' - which was struck on a medal at the coronation of Edward IIIrd.
This principle became even more immortal than Henry's 'Customs and
Freedoms' for being so direct while marking The English to be unique for
not only being sovereign as a people but declaring gods of any sort were
not absolute - indeed that gods had to obey Man which was unique in
Europe and The East where Kings were absolute because they made the
laws. This idea finally set English kings as subjects of their people which
was a unique position throughout the thinking world.
There lies within this understanding of England's unique civil construct the
principle that, since The People were The Law, anyone could become
someone if he had the will backed by the skills. This formally became
recognised when the Burgers of London defeated The Earl of Warwick The Last of The Barons - at Barnet in 1471 to establish both the end of
feudal rule with the rise of England's unique gift to the world of The
Middle Classes - which feudal Europe didn't begin to emulate for another
four hundred years.
It was the skills of these Middle Classes who had enterprised upon their
own endeavour to improve their lot who built our Empire by assisting
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their neighbours in other lands to the same endeavour - an astonishing
number of those famous in England for every sort of reason have risen out
of the stock of peasants who carried the principle of Rule in Freedom
throughout the world for the betterment of others - which Virginia Woolf
recognised when she wrote:
'The peasants are the great sanctuary of sanity, the country
the last stronghold of happiness - when they disappear there is
no hope for the race.'

There are two more little vignettes which concern the freedom of our
justice - therefore the freedom of our people from any form of tyranny.
In 1670 William Penn was arraigned before the London Justices for 'inciting
to riot' when preaching Quaker morality in the street. The jury refused to
condemn him so the Lord Mayor, presiding, committed both Penn and the
Jury to prison; the Jury petitioned The Lord Chief Justice who established
that 'The Judge can seek to inform the Jury but he cannot lead them' thus
establishing for all time the pre-eminence of The Jury in all matters of The
Law.
In very late 18th Century George IIIrd's government, led by Pitt, ran amok
for terrified The Terror in France would come to England via Tom Paine's
Rights of Man, lapsing Habeas Corpus so it could hang anyone for
anything - reading Paine for a start - indeed more people were hung in
England (without trial) than were guillotined in France in The Terror to
have the period called in England 'The Terror'. A furious press arose which
Pitt attempted to quash with a huge tax on printed matter but the heroes
of The Unstamped Press continued on vilifying what was the most
tyrannical period in English history. Despite repeated attempts to condemn
these heroes under The Seditious Libel Act juries refused to convict for
knowing the law was wholly unjust. Finally in 1817, with the refusal of a
jury to convict William Hone, their acknowedged leader, the Law of
Seditious Libel was thrown out, to be replaced with the Law of Common
Libel whose defences are Truth and The Public Interest so establishing the
absolute principle that it is The People who decide what law is fair with
what is not because:
Man can not be a moral being without he have the
absolute freedom to make the judgements
necessary to be so.
(Montrose)
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A People Enslaved

When the sovereign signed The Treaty of Rome she placed us under the
thumb of the EU - upon which every one of those priciples above was
swept away - thus our sovereign has undone what her illustrious forebear,
busting to preserve the Freedom of his people, prevented Becket from
doing - having us ruled from Rome. Please do not make the loose mistake
of saying 'Europe' here because Europe is a geographical entity of erstwhile
sovereign nations who have long become our friends, while The European
Union is an authoritarian construct created to 'unify' those nations by
making them subservient to it - whose founding premise is a fallacy,
because:
When Jean Monet was bemoaning the aftermath of WW1 (in 1922) he
predicted 'there would be no more wars if there were no more sovereign
nations'. Any sentient person, aware of the character of the genus Homo
Sapiens, knows his identity is his prime concern; it is exactly the same
with nations as it is with people to have us recognise sovereignty can only
be expunged by tyranny - which The EU's draconian imposts amply
demonstrate.
Have not our friends The French spent inordinate efforts 'fighting their
corner' to the general disruption of the supposed 'Unity of The EU' - how
many other nations are doing the same today fretting against its ludicrous
'empire building' imposts which defy the most fundamental
understandings of The Human Condition - Identity - while itself being so
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utterly corrupt it's accounts have never been audited. Britain has mentally,
with many practical ways, been a part of Europe ever since we helped it
win free from tyranny - until we bowed to the pernicious lies of our
leaders ( Heath & Co) to join the new tyranny into which our European
friends had enslaved themselves by seeking a base security in the
surrender of their Identity - also for us to throw away the ineradicable
right to Freedom born of our ancient heritage;
For Remain to claim 'The EU is the engine of world peace' is fatuous since
it has never managed to keep peace within, nor on, its own borders
because, like the League of Nations failed, it hasn't a 'Common Community
Spirit' - for being a crude dictatorship. 'It' is merely a bureaucracy entirely
focused on impressing its imposts by robbing its members to keep itself in
affluence - in perpetuity - by bringing everything under its control so
'Sovereignty shall not exist'. 'It' has not the slightest whiff of democratic
process about it for everything being done by beaurocrats because our
ancient heritage of Freedom is totally alien to its principles, yet:
'The Human race, when most completely free, is in its highest
state of excellence' (Dante)

We now find ourselves in the same place Rome did at the end of it's
empire, locked into an institutionalised tyranny in which no society which
values the virtues of the individual can survive - which Rome didn't,
destroyed from the inside itself by destroying the Spirit of its People,
because:
When LEX

(The Law)

outlaws LOGOS

(thinking)

a people is Enslaved (Montrose)

so
The true price we have paid for our accession to the EU is our
government has become The EU's corrupt authoritarian mimic by
surrendering our ancient sovereignty as a nation to prostitute that of our
individual people.
I am old enough (born 1942), to have known the penny loaf while having
been brought up with the old disciplines of respect and duty, self-reliance,
Individual Responsibility and Personal Probity imbibed through being taught
the history of our peoples backed by the precepts of my parents. My HND
(Mech Eng) taught me other fundamentals of a working soci ety, Truth and
'Does it Work', through the process of LOGOS, without which principles
nothing can be made which will stand. All these are the vitality of any
working society which are now entirely unknown to our governing elites
for having become subservient to the EU's LEX.
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The once hallowed understandings of 'The Service of The State' which
created the finest Civil Service in the world - recreated by Indians for India
- for drawing to it the cream of our universities as an honourable
undertaking has been swept away for its precepts of duty and honour
flushed down the drain by the demands of pecuniary reward with the
requirement they be tick-box subjects of the EU - so that honourable
profession has been replaced by uneducated incompetents twitching to the
piles of tick-box gunk heaped upon us from Brussels - the result of which
is 'law' so poorly drafted to be unworkable while being alien to our
erstwhile precepts of Freedom.
I grew up and worked in that Britain which was free but then, in 1977,
found myself having to defend my little engineering company from being
closed by the H&S in its first rampages after our accession to the EU because it existed in farm buildings, therefore 'could not possibly comply';
I beat them because of huge public support which started a career facingoff the rampaging dictates of governments which now have nothing of our
historic freedoms about them. The H&S binds us so tightly with its dogma
that everything is 'dangerous' to have emasculated the thinking of our
people who have become Spiritless nothings twitching mindlessly to
Dictation's dictates - so now nothing gets done bacause no skills are taught
for skills being the pride of a free people. It is the spiritlessness
engendered by Nurse which is so dreadful, as Ruskin suggests:
'For men may be beaten or chained, persecuted and murdered, and yet remain
free - but to smother The Spirit so as to inhibit the intelligence - to curb the
entire being in order to yoke it to the machine, this is to enslave
more diabolically than the scourges of an army'.

I have lived through the change from freedom to the tyranny of The
Anarchic Oligarchies which government put in place to implement the vast
rafts of EU Regulations as the face of EU Law which descended upon us.
These Oligarchies (I have fought most of them so know their methods) had
to be established to be 'Laws unto themselves' in order to to force their
imposts down everybody's throats 'to comply with the EU' - thus de-facto,
they have become The Law, created by tickboxees, who toss out £1,000
fines at the click of a button - against which there is no redress, but;
The Essence of Democracy is Freedom (Field Marshall Lord Montgomery)

Which inheritance we have thrown away for a 'mess of pottage' crawling
under Nurse's skirts.
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This regressive slide into 'no redress' has been impressed by the thinking
of every corner of government since so much of it is actually being done
by The Anarchics (anarchy; without rule or government, lawless; OED) to
achieve Brussels' guilt-before-innocence - then government granting unlimited
powers to private bodies (Parking Eye et al) to toss fines anywhere it
fancies.
The Home Office has become a hugely incompetent ideologically twisted
danger to the people of Britain; arrested for a crime I never committed and
for which I was not charged The Home Office put me on The National
Register of Criminals, 'to satisfy National Guidelines' - I pointed out '6
million Jews were murdered to satisfy National Guidelines' which the
ministry did not deny. This example is symptomatic of the sad fact
government is no longer 'The Servant of The People' but their master so
is run by institutionalised thuggery with threats being the standard
instrument of Modern Government - I have one in front of me as I write exactly the 'Roman' system of tyranny against which Boadicea was revolting.
The Police have become an incompetant hoard in 'gestapo' black destroying
the peace of the people with their shrieking sirens enforcing with Modern
Policing's draconian methods; the days of the-bobby-in-blue as our friend in
curtailing crime were swept away by the 'Roman' principle that police are
the instrument of State oppression - so now our enemy, against which also
there is no-redress.
In order that 'no redress' should be impressed, Juries were swept away ('to
speed-up justice') to be replaced by politically appointed District Judges
paid to prosecute the Brussels line (by whom I have been obscenely
prostituted) which has finally sunk Edward IIIrd's 'Populi dat iura voluntas'.
Thus the practice of of our ancient Common Law has been swept away for
a mess of didactic dictats from Brussels enacted by automata to suck any
notion of freedom from our Spirit - the signature of Modern Britain is a
Spiritless people glued to screens for having been turned automata.
This change has been incremental, so insidious, reaching into every corner
of every function of our governance. The People's Justice has been reduced
to a beaurocratic system of Institutional intimidations applied through the
Authoritarian oppression of tick-box illiterates - 'Rome' as Justinian initiated
it and the EU implements it. The obscene prostitutions of the CPS - in
close collusion with Modern Policing to bias evidence towards guilt demonstrate the endemic authoritarianism which runs through 'Justice's'
every string with even the highest judges in the land now being bound by
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EU drafted regulation so now just tick-boxees like everyone else. Justice? not a hope in which we have betrayed those who fought so stoutly for
The Justice we used to know;
The Law is made for Lawyers which has nothing to do with Justice of
The People - which is the prerogative of Juries. (William Penn 1685)

We have sold ourselves to the falsest of gods (The Brussels Beaurocracy)
which, like all gods ever have, has imprisoned us with promises handed
out by the clammy hand of Nurse (the source of EU Regulation) which is
The Tyranny of The People; this tyranny was recognised by luminaries like
Raleigh in The Prerogative of Parliaments, then Montrose in Montrose on
Sovereignty both of whom told us it would be the worst tyranny we could
suffer, because now we have Truth's opposite with lies being politicians'
lifeblood for without lies they wouldn't live.
The More corrupt a State is the more legislation it has. (Tacitus)

and as Mazzini (the builder of modern Italy) exhorted:
'The formulae of religion are destroying the world as much as the forms of
governments, the adherants of both believing that it is formulea which guarantee
success, without themselves ever bothering to define what success might be in the
eyes of ordinary people, but success is born of principles put in place by people of
honest intent on the part of all'.
Complexity's a Government Department,
The Sin of System sit's in every chair;
Their mediocre minds sealed in compartment,
So 'It can't be done' invades the foetid air.

Society is simple when uncumbered,
When ungoverned by the bureau in his lair
Who, to justify his keep, makes rules un-numbered
Then 'This is So' infects the putrid air.

They'll tell you that 'society is complex',
So all people must be boxed to make it fair;
But it's they who spawned the ghastly chains
of inflex,
So 'it's not allowed' pervades the rancid air.

If the lousy little bureaus bred fine Friesians
So contributed to all their fellows' share;
We'd live in sunlit dunes like Polynesians
With the grories of the wonder of Free air.
But
We've made them so must serve their lousy legions
To find, 'Do it Thus' entangled in our hair.
'Cause alas

The Sin of System's sodemised Society,
For thinking has been outlawed by The State;
Free Judgement's now the deepest impropriety
On which the bureau-gaolers slam the gate.
Because System is designed to be complexity
So we never have the time to think ourselves;

We've created a society that is complex,
Subservient to the dictats who've said, ne'er
Again High-Hills show Freedom of the simplex
While we struggle vainly up towards the air.

By causing all who work so much complexity
The bureaus know we're kept upon their shelves; The air we breathe's no freedom any longer,
But:
For polluted by the lice who play the whore,
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So the Sin of System rages ever stronger
To corrupt us like we've never been before;
For

It is a sorry case my dears
Of those whose silly little fears
Have passed their rule to others;
Without the guts to face life's fun
They've turned their faces from the sun
Into the clutch of Nurse they've run
abandoning their brothers;

People disappear in System's vortex
Sucked in, spewed out, then binned, for badly gored;
People have lost their heart for now but cortex
The husk that's tossed to swine, to be ignored.
For people are now merely automata
Prostituted by the protocols' control;
Lost to Man's skilled skilled state as bits of data - so
Civis blighted because people are its soul.
So we wither as spiritual being
Quite unable to vision 'the seeing';
Now unable to utter
For down in the gutter
The words to enable our freeing.

To lousy machines
Which they've made their dreams
Now their image it seems;
As they press the knobs
To keep their jobs
There are no sobs;
Because we've sold our souls to The System.
(Montrose)
-----------oo---------

What the Ruling elites have done to us is to commit a massive Corruption
of The Public Trust - from the first lies they told us to con us into 'The
Co mmon Market' (when they all knew its authoritarian truth) to the
continuing stream of lies which have lead to our ruthless enslavement today
by concealing the total erosion of our Freedoms as people with the loss of
our sovereignty as a nation. This confidence trick has migrated to the
smallest point of government because everyone trying to protect their freelunches dispensed by Brussels - which position has disenfranchised and
enslaved our people. This Corruption of The Public Trust has brought
'government' in all its forms into the lowest public esteem it has been since
Pitt's tyranny - when a polity thinks its governors are 'shit' then the end is
most surely nigh.
The principle underlying the above is without 'Freedom Under The Law as
made by The People', Freedom does not exist, all that remains is The
Tyranny of Kings - whatever form those 'Kings' may take.
There lies here a deeply desperate recognition - that an ever rising
proportion of our people (certainly all those in government now) have never
known what our historic freedom was nor meant, for having lived their lives
clasped in the clammy hands of Nurse - I rather imagine those who have
never known Freedom's truth think it is dispensed by Nurse for twitching to
her ever more draconian demands - but children can never run Free till they
let go Nurse's hand to make their own way on their own recognisances.
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This situation has been hugely worsened by a grossly doctrinaire Education
aimed at expunging from teaching those essentials of our polity I have
outlined above, so their charges become ever more servile creatures of
The Bureaucratic State - the young voted almost entirely to Remain
because for them Freedom is an unknown, so alien, principle. This crude
debasement of our education I know well for having been very close to it
indeed, while myself having been at school in the '50's when history was
properly taught - who in the blazes cares a tuppeny cuss about 'The
Egyptians' when our children know nothing of the freedoms of the people
from whom they spring - which knowledge would terrify didacts in
government bound by Brussels' chains because you can not tyrannise a
Free People.
We have bred a race of which Orwell wrote presciently in '1984':
'England is perhaps the only great country whose intellectuals are ashamed of
their own naionality'

from the highest in the land to the little nerks in Historic England who
would pull down Nelson's Column (to replace it with Orwell's Big Brother)
we have hoards of haters with miniature minds pouring out their
revisionist bile to destroy everything of Britain which made us great - for
neither greatness nor truth define the fanatics' mind, nor of those who
have become their apologists.
The ruthless debasement of our education by the didacts in goverment has
left our children (those up to 40 now) with no knowledge of anything for
now being totally incompetent unable to peel a potato or use a
screwdriver. The lack of competence in the young is terrifying for not only
rendering them slaves 'to what they are told', because not having been
taught any of the critical faculties or cultural background to challenge
it, but impoverishing them themselves to the point where they spend their
lives on little screens hoping 'life might live therein', then fighting each
other in an ephemeral world - the well recorded 'diseases of Social media
and The Internet' are a measure of a people totally enslaved, but;
'The protection of the Liberty of Britain is a duty which they owe to themselves
who enjoy it; to their ancestors who transmitted it down; and to their posterity
who will claim it at their hands, the best birthright and noblest inheritance of
mankind'. (Sir William Blackstone our greatest Juror)

Enslaved for never having been taught the principles of Freedom nor
having been allowed to excercise them because 'it's not allowed' with
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'because it's someone else's job' being the government enforced mantras of
today, but; if a polity is to survive in any meaningful way it must be
everybody's job.
Supremely what has died under our enslavement to the EU is Care because
'care' has been subsumed into The State to satisfy Brussels through its
manifold prescriptions which have rendered too many of The People
molluscs whining when it fails for now physically and mentally unable to
help themselves. This has left care's signature 'You', which is the essential
element of a civilised society (which used to be an essential of our Free
Estate), lying in the dust because now, as slaves, 'I' is our only concern so
'devil take the hindermost' - Britain would not be hellish filthy mess it is if
everybody cared about it enough not to throw their rubbish about - QED.
It is the change from the self-focused 'I' of childhood into 'You' which is
the measure of adulthood, by which measure a depressing proportion of
our people are still children for unable to free themselves from Nurse's
skirts for not knowing what freedom is. Witness them soaking up the
divisive filth churned out by the Marxist Left of Momentum, the mirror of
the 18th C Mob, chanting 'Oh Jeremy Corbyn' like little children to
support an ideology so long exploded as to show those espousing it to be
the uneducated fools their chanting makes them; such behaviour is the
signature of fanatics who, like all fanatics, have never grown adult.
As Oliver Goldsmith observed;
'The Englishman is taught to love his king as a friend - but to acknowledge no
other master than the laws which he himself has contributed to construct'.

which we long since haven't for all being dependent on the dictats of
Brussels.
In the words of John Buchan, a govenor of extraordinary width of
attainment, when talking to the undergraduates of McMaster University in
1937 when he was Govenor General of Canada;
'Democracy demands a high level of education and intelligence with individual
freedom of Public Spirit. It can only endure if quality is transmuted from quantity,
thus democracy can only be born of an aristocracy in the classical sense of Rule
by The Best - where aristocracy is defined as he who gives
more to the world than he takes'.
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Not one whit of Buchan's Aristocracy survives in the government of
Modern Britain. With this lack of aristocracy we have become a queasy
moaning people seeking our succour from nurse - which emasculation of
Spirit is the greatest loss of our surrender of US to THEM - Boadicea had
the right of it.
As a Free Briton born under a free polity, firmly espoused to all I have laid
out in the 'Free' section, while having been closely party to all I have told
you in the 'Enslaved' section, I have hated every minute of our
enslavement which I fight wherever it impinges on me or mine while
watching horrified the balderdash both sides of the Brexit debate have
been inchoately hurling at each other - for the principles upon which our
historic polity was based unknown to them. I have made many efforts to
get the 'out' side - which should care about The Principles of Freedom - to
accept Freedom as the mainstay of their 'argument' to be rebuffed every
time - in which it is quite apparent my supposition they know nothing of
Freedom is supported, for,
Liberty means responsibility - which is why most men dread it (GB Shaw)

For Remain to suppose the people who established The English
Enlightenment to lead the thinking world (when France was still in chains),
then The Industrial Revolution to lead it towards the wealth creation
possible from Industrial innovation, while building 'The Greatest Empire
The World Has Ever Seen' in peace, then winning two World Wars to
keep the people of Europe free from tyranny, 'couldn't survive outside The
EU' just shows how little they know about anything - indeed how effective
that doctrinaire education has been in enslaving those who used to be a
thinking people.
There are those in Remain who have failed to 'learn how wrong you are
to prefer a foreign tyranny to the way of life followed by your
ancestors' for being fellow-travellers who have consorted with 'the foreign
tyranny' to betray their country's historic freedoms for their personal gain,
and there are those of whom Plato observed;
'We can forgive little children for a fear of the dark but not grown-ups
a fear of the light' - because the EU has bred a race of 'little children'
frightened of the light of LOGOS in order to live outside the subservient
tick-box world of Nurse; yet Man's advance is born of thinking for himself.
These 'children' have never known of Freedom's mighty power for the
humanity of man so, like Shaw observed, are frightened of it - but for Man
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to be anything of value he must be Free for when he is Free he strides the
High Hills, but when he is imprisoned he can only do what tyranny tells,
yet;
It is from resistance to tyranny in all its varied forms that the qualities which
dignify and glorify mankind have sprung to life - aye to eternal life.
(Sir Winston Churchill)

So I fervently believe our people need to replace Nurse's bureaucratic
caging chains of today with the classical understandings and practices of
Freedom which made Britain Great, through the rebirth of those creative
skills which made our people mighty so, as Milton, who bequeathed us
Free Speech in The Areopagitica asserted in L'Allegro;
Come and trip it, as you go,
On the light fantastic toe;
And in they right hand lead with thee
The Mountain Nymph Sweet Liberty
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